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SMOOTH  STRUCTURE  AND  SIGNATURE  OF

CODIMENSION  2  EMBEDDINGS

DIETER  ERLE

Abstract. In an earlier paper (Topology 8 (1969), 99-114), the

author defined a signature for codimension 2 embeddings in 54*+1

and proved this signature to be an invariant of the topological type

of the embedding. For embedded homotopy (4k — l)-spheres, this

signature is known to detect the smooth structure. It turns out

that it determines the smooth structure also for integer homology

(4k — l)-spheres and, by a result of A. Durfee, for closed (2k—2)-

connected (4k—l)-manifolds with finite (2k — l)-dimensional

homology. As a consequence, in the above cases, the smooth

structure is given by the topological type of the embedding. On the

other hand, for k = 3, 4, 5, 7, 15, we exhibit examples of (4k — lt-

manifolds embedded in a (4Ar + l)-sphere for which the smooth

structure is not determined by the signature of the embedding.

In [7] we defined a signature ax for smooth embeddings A/41-1 c Sik+1

where M is an oriented closed (4k— l)-manifoId with finite (2k—2)- and

(2k— l)-dimensionaI integer homology. M bounds an oriented (and there-

fore parallelizable) manifold Fin 54*+1, and ax equals a(F), the signature of

F [7, Korollar 5.3]. ox was proved to be an invariant of the topological type

of the embedding [7, Satz 5.2]. Here, two embeddings Mx^S4kH and

M2^Sik+1 are said to be of the same topological type if there exists an

orientation preserving homeomorphism h:Slkil *S,4i"'1 with h(Mx) = M2

and h\Mx:Mx-+M2 orientation preserving. As ax detects the smooth struc-

ture of M if M is a homotopy sphere (k^.2), the smooth structure is an

invariant of the topological type of the embedding for ordinary knots (i.e.

embedded homotopy spheres) in these dimensions. The following general

question arises: Given a manifold M other than a homotopy sphere, with

some smooth structure embeddable with codimension 2, for which the

signature ax of any such embedding is defined and is an invariant of the

topological type. Does the signature determine the smooth structure of

Ml Theorems 1 and 2 provide a partial answer to this question.
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Theorem 1. Let Ma~1 be an oriented closed (4k — 1 )-manifold smoothly

embedded in Sik+1. Assume that M is either

(i) an integer homology sphere of dimension 4k— 1, k^.2, or

(ii) a (2k—2)-connected (4k— \)-manifold with finite integer homology in

dimension 2k—1, k^.3, k^4.

Then the signature ct, of the embedding M^Sik+1 determines the smooth

structure of M.

Corollary. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the smooth structure

of M is an invariant of the topological type of the embedding.

Using the properties of the signature ai above, Theorem 1 clearly is a

consequence of the following proposition.

Proposition. Let Nx and N2 be smooth parallelizable oriented (4k)-

dimensional manifolds with boundary such that dNx and dN2 are orientation

preservingly homeomorphic to each other and are either

(i) integer homology spheres of dimension 4k— 1, k^2, or

(ii) (2k — 2)-connected (4k — \)-manifolds with finite integer homology in

dimension 2k—1, k^.3, /c=|= 4.

Then dA^ and dN2 are orientation preservingly diffeomorphic to each other

if and only ifa(N1) = a(N2) mod 8coik (where toik is the order ofbP4lc).

Part (ii) of this Proposition was proved by A. Durfee [6, Theorem 8.1

and Proposition 8.6] making use of sophisticated algebraic tools. We give

an independent proof under the additional assumption that

(♦) Hvc-AdNi, Z) has no 2-torsion if k = 0 or 1 mod 4.

Our proof is topological, in fact it is a straightforward generalization of

Kervaire's and Milnor's proof for the case of homotopy spheres [8], based

on a paper by Wall [17].

Proof of the Proposition (assuming (*)). We first have to establish that

dNx — point and dN2 — point are diffeomorphic. If dN{ is a homology

sphere, dN{—point is acyclic. Therefore it has only one combinatorial

structure [9], and by [13] only one smooth structure, which takes care of

case (i). Almost closed manifolds satisfying (ii) have been studied by Wall

[17]. In his notation, all tangential invariants of dN¡—point are trivial

because dN¡—point is parallelizable. As dN1—point and dN2—point also

have the same homological invariants, they are orientation preservingly

diffeomorphic by [17, p. 284]. Thus we know that dA7, is orientation

preservingly diffeomorphic to 9A/2#S for a suitable homotopy sphere S.

Now suppose dNx is orientation preserving diffeomorphic to dN2.

Construct a smooth manifold N from the disjoint union of Nx and N2 by

matching 3A/, with dN2 by some orientation preserving diffeomorphism.
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a(N) = a(Nx) — a(N2) by the additivity property of the signature. By

obstruction theory, we show that N is almost parallelizable. A' is certainly

parallelizable over int A^Uint N2. The obstruction to extending a triviali-

zation of the tangent bundle of N—point from the complement of a tubular

neighborhood of dNi in N over all of N—point is in

H«+1(N - point, int Nx U int N2; trqSOik)

which is isomorphic to

H<+\(dNx - point) x (/, dl); 7rqS04k)

a* H«(dNx - point; TrgSOik) = :H"

by excision. So the obstruction is certainly zero in case (i), and by the

(2k—2)-connectedness of dNx and Poincaré duality in case (ii) except pos-

sibly if q=2k — \ or 2k. We have 7rQS0ik^iTQS0 in these dimensions. We

distinguish four cases. k=0 mod 4:Tr2k_xSO=Z,TT2kSO=Z2=>H2k-l=0,

H2k=0 because of (*). k=l mod4:tT2k_xSO=Z2, n2kSO=0^-H2k^1=0

because of (*), H2k=0. k=2 mod 4 :n2k_xSO=Z, n2kSO=0=>H2k'1=0,

H2k=0. k=3 mod4:iT2k_xSO=0, tr2kSO=0=>H2k-1=0, H2k=0.

Thus the obstruction vanishes in all cases, and N is almost parallelizable.

But an almost parallelizable closed (4&)-manifold has signature divisible

by 8ft)4Jt ([12, p. 457], [8, p. 530]). So a(Nx)-o(N2)=0mod 8eo4)t.

Conversely, assume a(Nx)=a(N2) mod 8a>4jfc. If Bt is a smooth ball in

dNi, then BNX—BX and dN2—B2 are diffeomorphic by an orientation pre-

serving diffeomorphism. We use this diffeomorphism to glue Nx to N2 along

dNx—Bx and dN2—B2, and straighten the corners. The resulting smooth

manifold F has boundary 2 a homotopy sphere such that dNx^.dN2#2Z.

The obstructions to trivializing the tangent bundle of F vanish by the same

computation as above, so P is parallelizable. But

a(P) = a(P u cone over dP) = a(Nx) - a(N2) = 0 mod 8wik.

Therefore I is a standard sphere, and dNx is orientation preservingly

diffeomorphic to dN2.

Remark. If we allow H2k_x(dNx) to have positive rank r in case (ii),

the signature of A^ still determines the smooth structure of dNx. For,

using [16, Theorem 1], one can show that in this case Nx splits off r copies

of S2k x D2k. This generalizes Theorem 1, but does not generalize the

Corollary, because if H2k_x(dNx) has a free part, we do not know whether

ax is an invariant of the topological type of the embedding dNx<^Sik+1

(cf. [7, 5.1]).
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Theorem 2.    For k=3, 4, 5, 7, 15, there exist two (4k—\)-dimensional

manifolds Mi, M2 with the following properties:

(i) Mi is homeomorphic to M2.

(ii) Mi is not diffeomorphic to M2.

(iii) H2k_2(Mt; Z) and H2k_i(M{; Z) are zero.

(iv) Mi and M2 are embeddable in S4k+1 with signature c, equal to zero.

This theorem shows that in general the signature of the embedding does

not detect the smooth structure of the embedded manifold. Recall that

condition (iii) was used to assure the topological invariance of the signature.

Proof of Theorem 2. Our examples are homeomorphic to products of

spheres, namely to S9xS2, 510x5', S13xS2, SuxS\ S^xS10, S33xS2i.

Here, k = 3, 3, 4, 5, 7, 15, respectively. The idea is to find an exotic homo-

topy «-sphere ¿Zn which embeds in S*k+1 with trivial normal bundle and has

the property that _"xS4M-n is not diffeomorphic to SnxSik^-n. Then

both these manifolds can be embedded with signature zero, namely in

such a way that they bound S" x /J)4*", and Sn X Dik~n, respectively.

Let <P™ be the subgroup of @„ consisting of those homotopy «-spheres

that embed in S"+m with trivial normal bundle («5;5). It is well known that,

for m>2, _> x S"1 is diffeomorphic to Sn x Sm if and only if _> e 0™+1

([2], [8]). For m=l, S'xS1 and SnxS1 are diffeomorphic if and only if

_> and Sn are diffeomorphic. It is clear from the definition of 0™+a that

2« x Dm+1 embeds in Sn+m+2 if and only if 2» e cD™+2.

Lemma. For(k, «) = (3, 9), (3, 10), (4, 13), (5, 18), (7, 17),and (15, 33),
®ik-n is a proper subgroup o/<t>f+1_n.

For any (k, n) mentioned in this Lemma (the proof of which we post-

pone), let S" be a homotopy sphere in <D4*+1-n-04!*-". Then Snx

Dikn embeds in S1' <\ and Mi = 2ZnxSik"1-n and M2 = SnxS4k^-n are

not diffeomorphic. After checking condition (iii), the proof of Theorem 2

is complete.

Proof of the Lemma, (k, n)=(3, 9):O^=09+O by [3], but Oj|+09

according to [10, 7.4].

(k, n) = (3, 10): By [10, 7.4] and the fact that 01O^Z6, there is an exotic

homotopy 10-sphere embeddable in S13. Any embedding of a homotopy

sphere in a sphere with codimension 3 has trivial normal bundle [11].

Therefore <D?0*0. On the other hand, O20=/3/>u=0.

(k, n) = (4, 13): By [3], O?3=0, O43 = 013#O.

(k, n)=(5, 18): We will show 0>i8+0. This is sufficient because

(J)28=0. As the Kervaire invariant of 18-manifolds is zero [4], and as co-

dimension 3 embeddings of homotopy spheres have trivial normal bundle

[11], by [10, 6.8] we have 018/Oi8^cok(i) where s is the suspension

5:7r18(C3, SOa) -* ttís(G, SO).
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Consider the following commutative diagram in which the rows are pieces

of exact homotopy sequences of pairs:

0 —► tt18F2 —> 7T18(F2, S02) —► 0

y

^18^3 —► Trlf¡(G3, S03)

s

It J
0 -*■ 7TXSG   -*■ TTXS(G, SO)      -*■ 7T1750 -► 7TX7G

The stable F-homomorphism / is injective by [1, Theorem 1.3], so 7r18C7 ->

7r18(G, SO) is an isomorphism. The isomorphism trx%(F2, S02)—-

ttX8(G3, S03) is well known, cf. [10, 6.3]. Thus cok(j) = cok(7T18F2—>-7ri8C7).

The direct summand Z2 of 7T18F2^7r20S2, generated by r\2 ° fi3 [15, Theorem

12.8] under suspension maps onto the direct summand Z2 of 7r18C7^

Z8©Z2 which is generated by r¡ o ß [15, Theorem 12.22]. Therefore

order cok(j) < 16 = order fc)lg,

and O?85¿0.

(*, ri)=(l, 17): By [2], 0„/OifeZa, 017/Oj7a=O.

(k, «)-(15, 33): By [2], @JO^Z2, 0M/Oä=O.
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